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Modi govt clears defence
projects worth `80,000cr
Gives Nod For Stealth Subs, Anti-Tank Missiles, Dornier Aircraft

Rajat.Pandit@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The NDA is
cranking up clearances for
long-pending projects considered critical to plug gaps
in India’s operational military capabilities.
If the first two meetings of
the defence acquisitions
council (DAC) cleared proposals worth Rs 40,000 crore,
the third one on Saturday
gave the nod to projects totalling around Rs 80,000 crore.
The DAC, chaired by
Arun Jaitley on Saturday,
gave the green signal to longterm projects like the Rs
50,000 crore project to build
six new stealth submarines
with foreign collaboration in
India as well as deals for antitank
guided
missiles
(ATGMs), “midget submarines” for special covert operations, Dornier aircraft,
Russian Uran missiles for
warships and the like.
Significantly, it rejected
the American “Javelin”
ATGM offer despite the hardsell by US defence secretary
Chuck Hagel during his visit
to India in August. Instead, it
approved the purchase of the
Israeli “Spike” tank-killing
missiles, which had already
been extensively trial-evaluated by the Indian Army
last year. The likelihood of all
this happening was first reported by TOI in its Thursday edition.
“National security is of
paramount concern for the
government. All hurdles and
bottlenecks in the procurement process should be addressed expeditiously so that
the pace of acquisitions is
not stymied,” said Jaitley.
The speed of clearances
contrasted starkly with the
feet-dragging under UPA on

BIG-TICKET DECISIONS

1,800cr
order for 363
BMP-II infantry
combat vehicles
for Army

Third Defence Acquisitions Council, chaired by
Arun Jaitley, cleared proposals worth 80,000cr

50,000 cr
for 6 new stealth submarines,
armed with land-attack cruise
missiles & air-independent
propulsion for greater
underwater endurance.
All 6 subs to be built in an
Indian shipyard with foreign
collaboration over 10 years

1,436cr

3,200cr

2,017 cr

deal for Israeli
“Spike” anti-tank
guided missiles (321
launchers & 8,356
missiles). It will be
followed by tech
transfer for largescale indigenous
manufacture, taking
total project cost
to 20,000cr

for 2 ‘midget’
submarines or
‘chariots’ for special
covert operations by
marine commandos

1,850cr
for 12 Dornier
maritime patrol
aircraft for Navy

662cr

feeling critical needs of
armed forces. Take the project for the six new-generation submarines, which are
to be armed with both landattack missile capabilities
and air-independent propulsion for greater underwater
endurance. Grappling with
just 13 ageing diesel-electric
submarines, the Navy has
been crying hoarse for this
project to get underway ever
since it gained “acceptance
of necessity” way back in November 2007.
But with the UPA government forming committee after committee to review the
plan, which earlier included
importing two of the six submarines to save time, even
the global tender for the
mammoth project could not

be issued for the last seven
years. It will take seven to
eight years for the first of
these submarines to roll out
once the contract is inked.
The DAC has now decided
that a committee will identify within six to eight weeks
the public and private Indian
shipyards that have the potential to indigenously build
the six submarines in line
with Modi’s “Make in India”
policy. The RFP (request for
proposal) will then be issued
to the “compliant” shipyards, which in turn will tie
up with a foreign collaborator, to submit their bids.
Incidentally, defence PSU
Mazagon Docks is already
building the French Scorpene submarines, while the
private sector L&T shipyard

is helping in the construction of the country’s nuclearpowered submarines. Both,
therefore, stand a better
chance than the others in
bagging the big project.
The project for the thirdgeneration ATGMs, with
fire-and-forget capabilities,
will also be a major one. The
DAC on Saturday cleared an
initial off-the-shelf purchase
of 321 Israeli Spike launchers and 8,356 missiles for Rs
3,200 crore.
This is to be followed by
transfer of technology to defence PSU Bharat Dynamics
for large-scale indigenous
manufacture since the Indian Army wants to equip all
its 382 infantry battalions
and 44 mechanised infantry
units with these tank-killers.
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740cr

for 1,768 new
railway wagons
to transport
tanks, missiles,
ammunition etc
for 1,761 radio
relay containers
mounted
on vehicles
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order for Russian
Uran missiles for
frigates, corvettes
& missile boats
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Mahasweta
Devi to return
house built
on govt plot
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Kolkata:

Writer-activist
Mahasweta
Devi wants
to surrender
her
house
here which
is built on a
government
plot. Devi also wants the
West Bengal government to
disband all the trusts instituted in her name.
At a press meet held at
the Golf Green flat where
her son Nabarun Bhattacharya lived, and which the
family now says is in her
name, the ailing writer
expressed regret through a
written statement that a
government
plot
at
Rajdanga was given to her
based on a false declaration
in an affidavit.
In the legal document
dated June 16, 2008, Devi had
stated that she did not hold
any immovable property. On
Saturday, the Magsaysay
Award winner acknowledged the statement was incorrect and that she was not
in her senses when the affidavit was made.
“I have written to chief
minister Mamata Banerjee.
Since the very foundation of
the house at Rajdanga was
based on an affidavit that
was incorrect, I want the
government to take the plot
and the house back,” she
said having shifted back to
her flat after decades.
Devi said she bought the
Golf Green flat in the late
1970s but had moved out subsequently and lived in rented apartments in the same
locality. The relationship between Devi and her son had
become strained in 2006 and
remained so till his death
earlier this year. Her grandson Tathagata has stepped
in and brought Devi home.
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NSA to oversee WB terror
probe, get Didi on board
Will ‘Sensitize’
TMC Govt To
Possible Danger
Indrani.Bagchi@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Taking a serious
view of the revelations of a
deep terror network in West
Bengal, Prime Minister Narendra Modi will send national security adviser Ajit Doval
to the state on Monday to personally oversee the ongoing
investigations and persuade
the state government to be
part of the solution.
Doval will be accompanied
by IB chief Asif Ibrahim during his visit, signalling the importance the government is
giving to these developments.
Doval’s first engagement will
be a meeting with chief minister Mamata Banerjee. The
NSA will carry a personal
message from the PM asking
for “full support” of the state
government in carrying out
the investigations on an alQaida affiliate taking root in
the border state.
Faced with some resistance from the Mamata government on investigations into the terror network in the
wake of the Burdwan blasts,
an alarmed central government has asked Doval to brief
the Trinamool dispensation
at length and ‘sensitise’ it to
the dangers of what has been
unravelling. Accompanied by
top officials, Doval will even
go to Burdwan to personally
oversee the probe which has
since been handed over to
NIA. It’s not yet clear whether
he will visit Murshidabad
where Jamaat-ul-Mujahideen
Bangladesh (JMB) leaders
were apparently using a madrassa to train their cadres.
The visit comes on the
back of NIA chief Sharad Kumar’s revelation that they had
found some 58 terror modules

Reluctance to penalize
weakening RTI: Study
imposed on 1.04 lakh cases but in fact information commissions imposed it only
New Delhi: Information commission- on 3870 cases. The quantum of penalty
ers across the country are using a light imposed was about Rs 5.03 crore in 22
touch to tackle RTI complaints sparing states. Shockingly only Rs 85.57 lakh was
imposition of penalty in over 96% of the recovered by 18 states.
Maharashtra imposed penalty in the
cases according to an independent
maximum number of
study.
cases (844) while the
Penalties have been
quantum of
penalimposed in just 3870 or
ty—Rs 1.27 crore-- was
3.72% of the cases bethe highest in Karnatatween January 2012 to
ka. Madhya Pradesh imDecember 2013 in 21 inposed penalty only in
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two cases, Tripura in
across the country. Acone case while West
tivists say that commisBengal’s information
sions are turning a blind
commission was equaleye to delays or complete
ly generous imposing
denial of information
penalty in just three
which can sound the
cases.
Commissions
death knell for implecan impose Rs 250 per
mentation of the RTI act.
day as penalty up to a
There are three milmaximum of Rs 25,000.
lion RTIs filed every year
Information
combut only a fraction reach
No. of cases where Penalty
missions are also empoup to the level of appeal.
(in )
penalty was imposed
wered to award compenThe RaaG-NCPRI study
sation to a complainant
on the RTI act reveals Maharashtra 844
94.19L
for the loss suffered. Dethat between January
611
31.29L
spite the large percent2012 to December 2013 Andhra
age of appeals and com3.89 lakh complaints and Karnataka
537
1.27 cr
plaints that result in
appeals were received by
450
70.85L
wrongful denial or dethe Central Information Rajasthan
lay in providing inforCommission and 25 inOdisha
314
49.82L
mation compensation
formation commissions.
has been awarded in onOf these 3.06 lakh or 79% CIC
214
41.18L
ly 1339 cases. The
were disposed off.
Based on RTI responses from 21 in- amount of compensation imposed was
formation commissions, the study Rs 29.68 lakh of which only about Rs 4.07
found that 2.21 lakh cases had been dis- lakh was recovered. Karnataka and Haposed of between January 2012 to No- ryana information commissions awardvember 2013. Analysis of orders sug- ed the highest amount of compensation
gests that penalty should have been Rs 7.69 lakh and Rs 7.50 lakh.

A bomb squad member carries crude bombs, which were recovered
from a primary health centre’s residential quarters, for disposal in
Birbhum on Saturday. For steps to download Alive app, see P 2

Police don’t seek
custody of cop
attack suspects
olice in West Bengal’s

P Birbhum on Saturday did not

seek custody of the five suspects
arrested in connection with the
bomb attack on the Parui OC and
his team. The investigation
officer charged the five with
attempt-to-murder but did not
seek police custody when they
were produced in court. TNN

operating in West Bengal. The
investigators have zeroed in
on some 180 Bangladeshi nationals operating these modules and working with JMB.

Burdwan
TERROR TRAIL

This deadly al-Qaida affiliate has reportedly been planning attacks both in India and
Bangladesh. Reports said the
two masterminds identified
as Anisur and Mufazzal Hussain are Bangladeshi citizens.
Doval will also review the information gathered from the
confessions of the captured
women militants, who have
revealed a huge network of
IED manufacturers and an expanding terror network.

The developments are particularly difficult for both the
Central and state government.
Battling waning popularity in
the aftermath of the Saradha
scam, Banerjee has been resisting central involvement in
the investigations. But home
ministry overrode her objections to bring NIA into the
probe. She cannot publicly oppose the investigations and
risk further loss of popularity
by appearing to side with the
dark forces, a perception that
might be her undoing in the
next elections. But she believes the unravelling of the
terror network could affect
her political equations as well.
The JMB in Bangladesh
had been decimated by the
Sheikh Hasina government in
2007, but it found a safe haven
in West Bengal a few years later. The links between JMB, Jamaat-e-Islami and al-Qaida
have not only created a new
terror network here, but are also feeding off the antipathy between the Awami League and
opposition BNP in Bangladesh (Jamaat is allied to BNP).
Banerjee herself has been antagonistic to the Awami
League government in Dhaka
and diplomatic sources here
said she had reached out to the
Jamaat several years ago,
which rang alarm bells in the
security establishment.

Tharoor joins ‘Swachh Bharat’

Himanshi.Dhawan@timesgroup.com

KID-GLOVE
TREATMENT

Haider wins
award at Rome
film festival

MP Shashi Tharoor during the Swachh Bharat drive at the Vizhinjam
beach in Thiruvananthapuram on Saturday
day after exhorting that politics should not stall the nation’s

A development, Lok Sabha member Shashi Tharoor on Saturday

took up PM Narendra Modi’s ‘Swachh Bharat’ challenge. The MP, who
often courts controversy—the latest being his reported praise of
Modi—went to Vizhinjam beach adjacent to Kovalam and joined
many others cleaning it up. Tharoor was expelled from the panel of
AICC spokespersons on October 13 after his Modi praise, which did
not go down well with the Congress leadership in the state. Though
he joined the ‘Swachh Bharat’ drive, the MP from
Thiruvananthapuram did not nominate nine others for the challenge.
Modi praised Tharoor for actively participating in ‘Swachh Bharat’
campaign, saying his effort is “very encouraging”. TNN

Modi’s bonanza for safai karamcharis?
fter launching Swachh Bharat mission now the government

A proposes to protect the livelihood and interests of sanitation

workers (safai karamcharis). In a draft Cabinet note circulated
among ministries for comments, the labour ministry has proposed
making more of such casual employees with government agencies
“permanent” employees. The note also proposes the need to
prevent them from working in hazardous areas including septic
tanks, which can pose threat to their health and lives, a
government official said. In the past, there have been many
instances of safai karamcharis losing their lives after entering
manholes and septic tanks for cleaning. There are over 11 lakh
safai karamcharis across the country. Temporary or casual safai
karamcharis demanding their regularization has been a major
issue among the sanitation workers.
Dipak Dash

Govt to table bill for border deal
with Dhaka in winter session

TIMES NEWS NETWORK
Mohua.Chatterjee@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Filmmaker Vishal
Bhardwaj’s Haider has won the
‘People’s Choice Award’ in the
Mondo Genere (World genre)
category at the ninth Rome film
festival in Italy.
“About 90% of those who
watched the film were Italians.
They said that the film had really touched them.
Some of them had visited
Jammu and Kashmir in the
early 1990s, others before the
onset of militancy,” Bhardwaj
told The Times of India over
the phone.
“The award proves that if
you put your heart in a movie, it
can move people beyond borders,” he said.
Earlier the People’s Choice
Award
was
claimed
by
much-feted films such as
the American movie Dallas
Buyers’ Club (2013).

New Delhi: The government is
hopeful of bringing the Constitutional amendment bill for land border agreement (LBA) with Bangladesh in the winter session of
Parliament, beginning in the last
week of November.
The bill is with the parliamentary standing committee, headed by
Congress MP Shashi Tharoor, and
can be placed in Parliament only after the panel submits its report. According to sources, foreign secretary
Sujatha Singh has already appeared
before the Standing Committee to
clarify to members on the issue that
has been on the table for the last
three years.
Interestingly, the bill was on the
verge of being passed in Parliament
during the last leg of the outgoing
UPA government, but it was BJP —
then the main Opposition party-that opposed it at that juncture.

The bill is with the parliamentary standing
committee, headed by Cong MP Shashi
Tharoor, and can be placed in Parliament
only after the panel submits its report

While senior BJP leaders agreed
with the LBA in principle even in the
UPA regime, the party had opposed
the bill for political reasons under
the pretext that the state units in Assam and West Bengal, the two states
that share borders with Bangladesh,
were opposed to it.
The Constitutional amendment

bill will need the support of a twothird majority in Parliament. The
Modi government may face a hurdle
in Rajya Sabha, where it lacks the
numbers.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj’s first destination abroad
was Dhaka and the main bilateral
concerns with the Sheikh Hasina
government had to do with the
Teesta water sharing agreement and
the LBA.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
outreach to the neighbours as he invited their leaders to his swearing-in
ceremony had generated hope that
one of his key agenda is to improve
relations across borders in the subcontinent.
In that scheme of things, LBA
and Teesta agreement are the two
most crucial issues that need to be
sorted out with Bangladesh, the
groundwork for which has already
been done by the previous UPA
government.

